Class: Science - Let's Do Science Outside

Class Length: variable  
Schedule: as needed

Resources needed:
- Material on SchoolhouseTeachers.com
- Additional materials may be required for the specific activity

Instructions: This suggested lesson plan provides a place for you to keep track of dates, topics, materials, and notes about the activities that have been completed. When the lesson has been completed, come back to this page and mark the check box beside the lesson to help you keep track of what has been done.

Lessons Completed
(check the following boxes as you have completed each lesson)

- Make Your Own Wormery
- Making a Wormery – Step-by-Step Instructions
- What to Feed Worms in Your Wormery
- All About the Worms in Your Wormery
- Wormery Sequencing Sheets
- Build a Boat
- Butterfly Life Cycle Windsock Craft
- Carrot Family
- Design Your Own Flower Activity
- Design Your Own Flower Activity Design Sheet
- Five Sense Scavenger Hunt
- Flower Finder Mini Book
- Hotel Fit for Some Bugs Activity
- Hotel Fit for Some Bugs Activity Recording Sheet
- Hotel Fit for Some Bugs Activity (Advanced)
- Leaf Perimeter Problem
- Make Your Own Butterfly Garden
- Make Your Own Butterfly Garden Activity - Butterfly Checklist
- Make Your Own Butterfly Garden Activity - Butterfly Shape Cut Outs
- Make Your Own Worm Hotel Activity with Questions
- Making Bubbles
- Natural Pine Cone Bird Feeder
- Nature Walk Bug Hunt
- Nature Walk Observation Checklist
- Nature Walk Plants and Flowers Hunt
- Sycamore Seed Helicopter Activity
- Sycamore Seed Helicopter Fantastic Flight Challenge
- Tree ID Activity
- Tree Tally Chart
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